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Abstract– Hardware Trust is an emerging problem in semiconduc-

tor integrated circuit (IC) security due to widespread outsourcing

and the stealthy nature of hardware Trojans. Conventional post-

manufacturing testing, test generation algorithms and test coverage

metrics cannot be readily extended to hardware Trojan detection.

As a result there is a need to develop approaches that will en-

sure trusted in-field operation of ICs, and more generally trust in

computing. We present a distributed software scheduling prototype,

TADS (Trojan Aware Distributed Scheduling), to achieve a Trojan-

activation tolerant trustworthy computing system in a multi-core

processor potentially containing hardware Trojans. TADS is designed

to be transparent to applications and can run on general purpose

multicore PEs without modifications to the operating system or

underlying hardware. TADS can, with high confidence, continue to

correctly execute its specified queue of job subtasks in the presence of

hardware Trojans in the multi-core PEs while learning the individual

trustworthiness of the individual PEs. Specially crafted self-checking

subtasks called bounty hunters are introduced to accelerate PE

trust learning. Also, by learning and maintaining individual PE

trustworthiness, the scheduler is able to achieve Trojan containment

by scheduling subsequent job subtasks to PEs with high learned trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

An issue has emerged in the trustworthiness of computing due

to widespread outsourcing of the IC manufacturing processes to

untrusted foundries in order to reduce cost. An adversary can poten-

tially tamper a design in these fabrication facilities by the insertion

of Hardware Trojans a maliciously inserted circuit which can be

triggered under rare conditions and cause an error in the normal

functionality of the original circuit [1], [2], [3]. With the rapid

growth and complexity of ICs, a Trojan can be small enough to

evade detection through traditional manufacturing tests [4], [5], [6].

These small Trojans are limited to flipping a few bits in the processor

circuitry: arithmetic, instruction control logic, memory access control

or bus logic. The Trojan in order to be clandestine, is triggered by a

rare event or condition in the processors circuitry. The triggering

is based on monitoring a few rare combination of signals in the

processor circuitry. The rare event is crucial, otherwise it would

be caught early during manufacturing test. Complex Trojans which

match the sophistication of software Trojans will be detected at

manufacturing test time, i.e. checking a login password, because the

circuitry will occupy a large circuit area and consume additional

power beyond manufacturing specifications and be caught early.

Furthermore, the small Trojan can be time delayed, so that the

destructive payload after triggering occurs many clock cycles later.

The Trojan is randomly inserted in a few processor chips in order to

further evade possible detection during manufacturing test time and

when detected in field operation will appear as a random fault. This

makes it difficult for detection by standard manufacturing sampling

techniques or reverse engineering [7], [8].

Finally, the malicious Trojan circuitry is aware of fault tolerant

logic in the processor, such as parity, error correction, triple modular

redundancy majority-voting and encryption logic. The adversary has

access to the processor layout at manufacturing and the Trojan

temporarily deactivates the fault tolerant logic to avoid being detected

or deliver the payload.

Due to widespread outsourcing and the stealthy nature of hardware

Trojans there is a real need to develop approaches that will ensure

trusted in-field operation of integrated circuits, and more generally

bottom-line trust in computing. In particular, for applications with

high trust computing requirements, measures must be taken to deal

with ICs that potentially contain undetected malicious hardware

during in-field use.

The advent of multi-core processing suggests its use in allowing

parallel execution of the same functionality in order to verify cor-

rectness of results. Multi-core systems offer the additional benefit of

concurrent redundancy so that as trust detection among the various

cores are discovered, distributed software scheduling algorithms can

be used to avoid low-trust cores. We use the multi-core platform

in this paper, to propose a distributed software methodology, TADS

(Trojan Aware Distributed Scheduling) to achieve a Trojan-aware

trustworthy computing system in a multi-core system potentially

containing hardware Trojans. We focus on the detection of faulty

results arising from the activation of hardware Trojans and the high

confidence subsequent computation of correct results.

We present a distributed scheduling prototype that can, with high

confidence, continue to correctly perform its queue of general-

purpose job subtasks in the potential presence of hardware Trojans in

the multi-core PEs. Each PE contains identical job subtask scheduler

code capable of managing subtask variant execution within the

PE, including (if the PE is currently busy) flow of the subtask

to a neighboring PE, variant result comparisons, and passing of

correctly verified subtask results to output PEs of the multi-core.

The distributed scheduler accomplishes the controlled scheduling

and execution of variants of each subtask on different PEs and the

subsequent comparison of results. When the results differ (a Trojan

or transient fault has been detected), fault recovery is achieved by the

scheduling of additional subtask variant executions and subsequent

comparisons. By this process, the scheduler finally a) determines

and maintains (learns) trust information in PEs that activated a

Trojan, and b) determines with high confidence the correct value

of the subtask and directs the result to output PEs. By learning

and maintaining individual PE trustworthiness, the scheduler can

achieve fault containment by scheduling subsequent job subtasks to

PEs with high learned trust. TADS is a bottom-line approach that

continues to execute subtask variants until result agreement is reached

and therefore a high-confidence correct value is computed. Also the

reason for the error (Trojan or transient fault) does not stop TADS

from determining the correct value. However, we conservatively

attribute each transient fault on a PE to be a Trojan (false-positive) in

our multi-core learning process. Distinguishing Trojan from transient

errors appears to be extremely difficult and until such work is done

our conservative approach seems best.

Our proposed methodology is conceptually similar to approaches

used in fault-tolerant systems [9], [10], [11]. However Trojans, unlike

transient faults, are built into the logic of the multi-core, and can
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generate errors by circumventing detection logic. Also the existence

of Trojans when detected can be learned (stored) and used by

TADS to improve future scheduling of subtasks to PEs to achieve

Trojan aware scheduling. Typically, reliable systems employ hardware

techniques to address soft-errors, whereas TADS is a distributed

software scheduler that bottom-line detects run-time errors (caused

by either Trojans or transient errors) and runs on a general-purpose

multi-core without modifications to either the operating system or

underlying hardware.

A. Variants

TADS is based upon the scheduling and execution of two func-

tionally equivalent variants of a subtask in two different PEs and the

subsequent comparison of the results to determine hardware trust.

The goal in producing a subtask variant is to produce a different

variant code of the same subtask which exercises another different

PE circuitry sufficiently differently that the likelihood of the original

variant executing the same Trojan is extremely unlikely. Although

the PEs may be heterogeneous, it is possible that they are identical.

Variants can then be used to detect Trojans in identical PEs. A subtask

variant can be any perturbation of the subtask that is functionally

equivalent, i.e. for the same inputs produces the same outputs.

Variants can be obtained by different instruction mixes obtained by

combining both different instructions and different operands. For

example, arithmetic subtract instruction (i.e. A−B) can be replaced

with non-subtract instructions, i.e. A + negate(B).

B. Distributed Scheduler

The following is the rational behind the use of subtask variants in a

multicore environment. See [12] for a more complete discussion. The

property of rare Trojan activation suggests the unlikelihood of two

functionally equivalent variant processes A and B, say, of a subtask

both triggering the same Trojan. Therefore when two binary variants

of a subtask are simultaneously executed on two different multicore

PEs PEA and PEB, say, and their computed values VA and VB agree,

it is highly unlikely that both executed the same Trojan (or different

Trojan) and as a result obtained the same result (Fig. 1b).
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Figure 1. Example of placement of subtask variants

Thus it can be concluded with high confidence that VA = VB is

the correct value of the subtask and its value can be sent to the

output PEs. Also if their computed values disagree, it is known with

certainty that at least one of either PEA or PEB contained a Trojan

(i.e. it is known with certainty that a Trojan has been detected). If

they disagree, then the next step is to determine which of the PEs

(or if both) contained a Trojan and reduce the trust level of the PE

containing the Trojan. This can be accomplished by repeating the

process and running an additional variant, C, say of the subtask (Fig.

1c). Then if VC = VA (similar argument if VC = VB) then again it is

highly unlikely that both variants C and A executed the same Trojan

(or different Trojans) and as a result obtained the same result. Thus

it is determined with high confidence, that VC = VA is the correct

value of the subtask and its value can be sent to the output PEs. Also

if VC is not equal to either VB or VA then it is known with certainty

that at least two of the three PEs (PEA, PEB, PEC) contained Trojans

(this occurrence of two Trojans being activated for two variants of the

same subtask would be extremely rare). It would be even rarer for all

three PEs to contain Trojans. Clearly this process can theoretically be

repeated several times to ultimately determine the PEs that contain

Trojans and as a result adjust their trust levels (Fig. 1d). Of course

the likelihood of having to repeat this process beyond the initial two

variants A and B is almost zero. In reality, to have to repeat the

process beyond variants A, B, and C will likely never happen. It also

should be noted that eventually, frequently using only two variants,

the variant execution process must end and a correct value for the

subtask with high confidence computed.

C. Bounty Hunter

An accelerator was added to TADS to proactively detect hardware

Trojans during in-field use at run time. Carefully crafted subtasks

were designed to execute on PEs during idle time to ferret out

existing Trojans. Such subtasks must be specially crafted to exercise

the circuitry of a PE in an effort to both trigger a Trojan and

then detect its existence. We call such independent special Trojan-

searching subtasks bounty hunters. The ability of a bounty hunter

subtask to detect a Trojan requires the subtask to know its correct

values and after executing on any PE, to check the computed values

against these known values (a simple example, though not nearly

explorative enough might be a sorting algorithm with known input).

If the values differ the bounty hunter would have detected a Trojan

and as a result would reduce the trust of the PE.

II. SIMULATION RESULTS

A java program was written to simulate trust determination and

subtask scheduling. A combination of three jobs S15 with 15 sub-

tasks, and two example DFGs, with 33 (DFG33) and 51 (DFG51)

subtasks, respectively, generated by a random task graph generator

were run all together on the three PE array sizes. PE array sizes of

4×4, 8×8 and 16×16 were simulated. Trojans were distributed as

follows in the various PE arrays as indicated in Table I. We purposely

did not randomly distribute the Trojans among the PEs in order to

cause the maximum amount of Trojan activation in the system. For

example, placing Trojans in rows 1 and n − 1 of the n × n PE

array means that a subtask read by a PE in row 0 will (if it is busy)

necessarily result in passing the subtask to either a row 1 or row

n-1 neighboring PE which will contain a Trojan. Also, to further

accentuate Trojan activation, the frequency of Trojan activation was

set to 100% meaning that every time a subtask was executed on a

PE containing a Trojan, the Trojan was activated causing incorrect

results.

Table I
LOCATION OF INFECTED TROJANS

n× n Trojan Distribution within the PE Array

4× 4 All PEs in rows 1 and 3 contain Trojans

8× 8 All PEs in rows 1 and 7 contain Trojans

16× 16 All PEs in rows 1 and 15 contain Trojans

To demonstrate the effectiveness of TADS in learning PE trust

and using the trust information to better schedule subsequent tasks

to PEs with higher trust levels we simulated a slightly different

version, TU (Trojan Unaware) which did not use this extra trust
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information. As a result TU will occasionally schedule subtasks to

PEs whose trust is low whereas TADS will use known PE trust levels

to avoid such assignments. Both versions used variants to detect

the existence of Trojan activation and did any necessary additional

scheduling of variants to finally correctly compute subtask values

with high confidence. As a benchmark, we also ran a simple no-

variant scheduler (NV), that did not do any execution of variants, trust

determination, or Trojan avoidance. This scheduler merely routed

subtasks to free PEs where they are executed (without knowing

whether or not any Trojans were triggered). While this scheduler

executed subtasks reasonably quickly (as there are no variants) there

was no determination of validity of results and no attempts to correct

them. Additionally, if there were any Trojans in the multi-core, the

trustworthiness of the NV scheduler would diminish to the point

where the system would become useless. Table II shows the time

for completion of job S15 using TU, TADS and NV scheduling

for various array sizes. The TU and TADS schedulers computed

the correct values of all submitted jobs successfully despite frequent

Trojan activation. TADS was run on each of the three pristine multi-

cores (before bounty hunters were run). Then each of the n× n PE

multi-cores was flooded with 3n bounty hunters causing PE trusts to

be learned. Subsequently TADS was run on the multi-cores after

trust was learned by running the bounty hunters. Comparing the

results in Tables II it is clear that significant reductions of 30% in

job completion times were achieved by TADS scheduling over TU

scheduling since TU more often routed subtasks to PEs containing

Trojans necessitating the execution of further variants. As expected

the benchmark NV scheduler completion time was only 59 time

cycles for all PE array sizes, 40% faster than schedulers TU and

TADS. However the actual values computed for all jobs by NV were

also incorrect and Trojans were not detected.

Table II
S15 JOB SCHEDULING

PE
Array

Size

Job Completion Times

TU
Unaware

TA (Trojan Aware)

Before BH/After BH/NV

4× 4 102 123 / 84 / 59

8× 8 102 123 / 86 / 59

16× 16 102 178 / 86 / 59

A combination of three jobs S15 with 15 subtasks, and two exam-

ple DFGs, with 33 (DFG33) and 51 (DFG51) subtasks, respectively,

generated by a random task graph generator were run all together

on the three PE array sizes. Again, TADS was run both before,

and after the bounty hunters were run. Table III illustrates TU,

TADS and NV scheduling for the combination of three jobs. Again

there is a significant decrease in job completion times (sometimes

as large as 40%) over TU when TADS is used. Both schedulers

TA and TU produced values that were correct with high confidence.

Again as expected the benchmark NV scheduler completion time was

significantly less than schedulers TU and TADS (ranging between 1

and 3 times faster) for all PE array sizes. However the actual values

computed for all jobs by NV were also incorrect and Trojans were

not detected.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a Trojan aware distributed scheduler prototype,

TADS, that achieves trustworthy computing in a multi-core system

potentially containing hardware Trojans. TADS is transparent to the

applications running, and can run on general-purpose multi-core

PEs without any modifications to either the operating system or

underlying hardware. Also, by learning and maintaining individual

Table III
COMBINATION JOB SCHEDULING

PE
Array

size

Job S15
Completion

Time

Job DFG51
Completion

Time

Job DFG33
Completion

Time

TU

4× 4 294 508 493

8× 8 204 350 336

16× 16 204 368 359

TADS

4× 4 198 / 176 / 71 336 / 316 / 121 260 / 253 / 114

8× 8 140 / 93 / 59 218 / 172 / 111 188 / 166 / 109

16× 16 158 / 90 / 59 211 / 169 / 108 232 / 154 / 107

PE trustworthiness, TADS is able to achieve Trojan containment by

scheduling subsequent job subtasks to PEs with high learned trust.

Simulation results show that TADS can be an extremely effective

software approach to Trustworthy computing in the presence of

Hardware Trojans. However, due to the significant cost of variant

management, TADS is primarily useful for those applications that

require high trust computing in an age where Hardware Trust in ICs

is becoming problematic, and do not have a real time component, or

where absolute performance or overhead issues of area/power are not

important. High confidence computing in multi-core environments

can be achieved using distributed scheduling through subtask vari-

ant management. Unlike traditional fault tolerant variant techniques

which focus on efficiently identifying transient errors, our approach

identifies and locates persistent hardware Trojans in PEs and uses

the learned PE trust to efficiently schedule future subtasks for Trojan

avoidance.
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